Enjoy the summers you deserve with our flagship model: a top-of-the-line pool that supports semi-inground installation!

Install this pool as a semi-inground for the perfect decor in your yard!

**Pool Dimensions**
- 18' x 24'
- 27' x 30'
- 12 1/2' x 21 1/2'
- 15' x 24'
- 15' x 30'
- 18' x 33'

**Optional Deck**
Out-of-the-box compatibility with factory-built decks and fences. Contact your dealer for more details.

*Model in picture shown with optional deck and fence*
Trinidad LX™
Caramel Wall 52"

Pool Warranty
Limited Lifetime Warranty

BEAUTIFUL LOOK FOR YOUR HOME
• Semi-inground installation opens up landscaping options
• Sandstone frame with a caramel-colored wall

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM INTERLOCKING WALLS
• Arrowhead interlock System ensures endurance
• More strength-for-weight than any rival material
• Will not rust, age or warp
• Designed to withstand semi-inground installations

DELTA 3000 SUPPORT SYSTEM
• Oval pools only
• Incorporates aluminum tie bars and a water plate
• Provides exceptional structural integrity for oval pools
• Eliminates need for unsightly side struts
• Engineered to ensure maximum swimming area for minimal space

PATENTED LINER RECEIVER
• Holds pool liner snug to prevent slippage, damage
• Integral part of leading-edge pool design
• Ensures long liner life and easy maintenance

Solid Decisions

Why Choose Aluminum?
Nothing delivers value like extruded aluminum. And nobody delivers great aluminum pools like Premier Aluminum Pools! Here are a few reasons why aluminum is your best investment for long-term enjoyment.

Corrosion resistance. Aluminum’s very atomic structure makes it resistant to rust and corrosion, which means it can stand up to soil, minerals, moisture and chemicals.

Total reliability. There’s a reason that aluminum is the material of choice for the airline, automotive and construction industries. Fighter jets, skyscrapers, scaffolding and bridges – aluminum is the material people trust with their lives.

Incredible strength. Pound for pound, aluminum is twice as strong as steel, and even stronger compared to resin. When it comes to retaining the pressure of thousands of pounds of water, aluminum is always up to the challenge.

Enjoy the summers you deserve with our flagship model: a top-of-the-line pool that supports semi-inground installation!

Backyard Leisure Pools

Your above ground pool is designed for years of pleasurable, safe family fun, but it also involves water safety. When used improperly, your swimming pool can be dangerous.

To ensure your above ground pool is used safely you must observe the safety instructions that are provided to you when you purchase your pool.

The dimensions, weights, illustrations and other specifications may not be exact due to changes and design improvements.

The company reserves the right to modify or discontinue without notification any feature in any pool model. ©Copyright 2011-2011